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Is Dark Energy telling us something about …

- Gravity?

- Dark Matter?

- … ?

Dynamical DE → ultra-light scalars → problems with Eq. Princ. !



EinsteinEquivalencePrinciple-respecting actions

S = SG[gµν ,Φ,...] + SNG[ψ1,ψ2,...ψN ,gµν ]

Matter fields

SNG is obtained from the `usual’ action of QFT (with 
constant non grav. couplings)  by replacing:

1) ηµν by   gµν;

2) `comma’ by `semicolon’;

3) (-η)1/2 d4x by (-g)1/2 d4x.

Examples (differ by Examples (differ by SSGG): GR,): GR, BransBrans--DickeDicke, Scalar, Scalar--tensor gravitytensor gravity



G ~ Φ-2 : what is the maximum variation of DM relic 
abundance compatible with BBN, CMB and GR tests?

respects EEP and contains a scalar degree of freedom, Φ, possibly
ultra-light: good for Dark Energy (Bartolo, M.P., ‘00)

define the ST theory



Cosmology is easier in the `Einstein Frame’:Cosmology is easier in the `Einstein Frame’:

Measures the `distance’ from GRMeasures the `distance’ from GR

SNG[ψ1,...,ψN , A2(ϕ)gµν ]

DE: V~ ϕ-δ , if α(ϕ) vanish 
for ϕ→∞ then ST→ GR !



Cosmological field evolution:

Radiation domination: V<< ρ, ρ - 3 p ≈ 0, but the field moves! 

F(m/T)



Matter domination: V<< ρ, p ≈ 0, α(ϕ) decreases: 

Dark Energy domination: V > ρ, α << 1, V=Λ4 ϕ-δ

W<-0.7 0.65<Ωϕ<0.75

α → 0: ST is attracted towards GR!!



Phenomenological bounds:Phenomenological bounds:

BBN: `physical’ expansion rate

Analogous to the effect of extra

neutrinos… ∆N<1 →

Solar system tests of GR: 
delay of radio signals GR: γ - 1 = 0

ST: γ - 1= O(α2)

Cassini spacecraft:  γ - 1 = (2.1±2.3) x 10-5

( Bertotti et al. ‘03)



ST manifestations vs. Wφ:

α ~ -B e-βϕ

CMB: tdec = d ˜ a 
˜ a ˜ H 0

1/(zdec +1)∫

If W=-1 then B<10-3: 
no ST evidence from CMB until today!

Typically less than O(10-3)
(once BBN bounds have been imposed)



Speed-up factor: Up to O(105) compatibly
with all the bounds!

Wimps might have decoupled in a much more violent
Universe!



Impact on the relic abundance

HST

Γann

GR

ST Re-annihilation



〈σann v 〉 = const

〈σann v 〉 = const × T/m



CONCLUSIONS

• Dark Energy models generally require light scalars: ST Dark Energy models generally require light scalars: ST 
Gravity can safely accommodate themGravity can safely accommodate them

•• Strong constraints from  BBN, CMB, and solar system Strong constraints from  BBN, CMB, and solar system 
tests of gravitytests of gravity

••If W=If W=--1 then it is unlikely that post CMB cosmology will 1 then it is unlikely that post CMB cosmology will 
show sizable deviations from GRshow sizable deviations from GR

•• Dark matter may have decoupled in a much more violent Dark matter may have decoupled in a much more violent 
Universe. Reanalyze WIMP parameter Universe. Reanalyze WIMP parameter space !space !
((NeutralinoNeutralino… see… see Profumo’s Profumo’s talk)talk)


